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Introduction

In 1669 CE, the Protestant scholar Petrus Serrarius set out on a journey from the 
Dutch Republic to the Ottoman Empire.1 Like many European Christians travelling 
similar routes, Serrarius was on a religious mission. Yet he was not on pilgrimage 
to Jerusalem like most. He went in another direction, heading for the home of the 
Ottoman divan (or court) in Adrianople to meet Sabbatai Sevi, the Jewish messiah 
who apostatised to Islam and became one of the sultan’s gatekeepers. At a time when 
long-distance travel entailed much hardship, why was a Dutch Christian crossing an 
entire continent  to see a Jewish convert to Islam he had neither met nor corresponded 
with before? 

Serrarius was born into a Dutch merchant family in London. Growing up in 
seventeenth-century England, he studied at Christ Church in Oxford before returning 
to his fatherland, where he obtained a master’s degree in theology at the University of 
Leiden. Serrarius was a ‘pious man, but also a learned one’ and, after completing his 
education, he embarked upon a career in pastoral ministry.2 

A short time later, Serrarius moved to Amsterdam, where he befriended the 
Jewish rabbi Menasseh ben Israel.3 A small group developed around these two men, 
and Serrarius and his Christian friends began working with Menasseh and other 
Dutch Jews on projects relating to Jewish–Christian reconciliation. Serrarius’ close 
relationships with members of the Sephardim (the Jews of Spanish and Portuguese 
descent) meant that he was frequently informed of the latest news circulating among 
the Dutch Jewry. When the letters announcing the messiahship of Sabbatai Sevi were 
received by the Amsterdam Jewry, Serrarius was one of the first Christians to hear 
about them. 

1 All dates in this text are CE unless otherwise stated.
2 Ernestine van der Wall, De Mystieke Chiliast Petrus Serrarius (1600–1669) en Zijn Wereld (Leiden: 

I.G.C. Printing, 1987), 624. For more on Serrarius, see the aforementioned book as well as Ernestine van 
der Wall, ‘The Amsterdam Millenarian Petrus Serrarius (1600–1669) and the Anglo-Dutch Circle of 
Philo-Judaists’, in Johannes van den Berg and E.G. van der Wall, eds, Jewish–Christian Relations in the 
Seventeenth Century: Studies and Documents (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1988), 73–94.

3 For more on Menasseh ben Israel, see Yosef Kaplan, Henry Mechoulan and Richard Popkin, eds, 
Menasseh ben Israel and His World (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1989); David Katz, ‘Menasseh ben Israel’s Mission to 
Queen Christina of Sweden, 1651–1655’, Jewish Social Studies Vol. 45, No. 1 (1983), 57–72; Cecil Roth, A 
Life of Menasseh ben Israel: Rabbi, Printer, and Diplomat (Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society of 
America, 1945); Benjamin Shmidt, ‘The Hope of the Netherlands: Menasseh ben Israel and the Dutch Idea 
of America’, in Paolo Bernardini and Norman Fiering, eds, The Jews and the Expansion of Europe to the West, 
1450 to 1800 (New York and Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2001), 86–106; and Ernestine van der Wall, ‘Three 
Letters by Menasseh ben Israel to John Durie: English Philo-Judaism and the Spes Israelis’, Nederlands 
Archief voor Kerkgeschiedenis Vol. 65 (1985), 46–63.
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TRANSNATIONAL NETWORKS AND CROSS-RELIGIOUS ExCHANGE2

Sabbatai Sevi was born and raised a continent away from Serrarius. Sabbatai spent 
the years of his youth in the Ottoman port town of Smyrna, which was home to diverse 
populations of Jews, Christians and Muslims. While Sabbatai received a thorough 
religious training at a traditional Jewish educational institution known as a yeshiva, it 
was mysticism in the form of the kabbalah that truly fascinated him. One day, in 1648, 
Sabbatai claimed to hear the voice of God say to him: ‘Thou art the saviour of Israel, 
the messiah’.4 From that moment onwards, Sabbatai started committing strange acts, 
including pronouncing the ineffable name of God.

Sabbatai’s actions did not go unnoticed, and the heads of the Jewish community 
convened and banished him from Smyrna. Forced out of his hometown, Sabbatai 
wandered throughout the Ottoman Empire, travelling to Istanbul, Salonika and 
eventually Jerusalem. Perhaps it was on the streets of the old city that a young man 
named Nathan Benjamin Levi first saw him. 

Nathan was an exceptionally gifted student, competent in both Jewish theology 
and rabbinical law. When Nathan finished his schooling in Jerusalem, he married and 
settled in Gaza, where he began to study the kabbalah. Then, in early 1665, Nathan 
claimed to have a prophetic vision in which it was revealed to him that Sabbatai Sevi 
was the true messiah. 

Nathan and Sabbatai met in Gaza shortly thereafter. A fervent discussion ensued 
and Sabbatai publicly proclaimed himself the messiah. Nathan was respected by many 
Jews in Gaza, and they accepted the authenticity of his vision and spread news of it to 
their friends and close acquaintances via correspondence and word of mouth. With 
Nathan conducting an extensive written proselytising campaign, Sabbatai went from 
one Jewish community to the next, gaining more and more followers. Within a year, 
Sabbatai was the most popular Jewish messiah since Jesus; his name was known from 
Yemen to the West Indies.

The growing messianic movement came to the attention of the Ottoman authorities, 
who responded by ordering the arrest of the Jews’ new saviour. While Sabbatai’s arrest 
and subsequent imprisonment were unexpected, they did not diminish the Jews’ 
enthusiasm. Visitors flocked to his prison cell from across Europe and the Levant, 
bribing the guards simply to kneel before their messiah. Excitement was at its peak 
when Sabbatai was finally called before the Ottoman divan to face the consequences 
of his actions. His Jewish followers expected the sultan to be so awestruck by Sabbatai 
that he would willingly yield his crown and become the messiah’s servant. 

This meeting, however, was to surprise and dismay Sabbatai and those who believed 
in him. Standing in front of the highest members of the Ottoman government, 

4 Sabbatai apparently shared this information with rabbi Solomon Laniado in Aleppo when he met 
him in 1665. Laniado’s letter containing this story is published in Gershom Scholem, Sabbatai Sevi: The 
Mystical Messiah, trans. R.J. Zwi Werblowsky (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1976), 136. Sabbatai’s 
early messianic claims are discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 2, ‘New Monarchs or Grand Impostors? 
James Nayler and Sabbatai Sevi (1656–1666)’. For more on Sabbatai Sevi, Nathan of Gaza and the history 
of Sabbatianism, see the sources listed in notes 13 and 14 as well as Chapter 4, ‘A Jewish Messiah among 
Christians: The Evolution of European Perceptions of Sabbatai Sevi (1665–1666)’.
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INTRODUCTION 3

Sabbatai was given an ultimatum. The choice, he was told, was simple: convert to 
Islam or die. With the executioner preparing to make him a martyr, Sabbatai relented 
and converted to Islam. As a reward, he was given a post at the court and a pension. 
Thus, Sabbatai walked out of the interview not with the sultan as his servant, but as 
the new Muslim servant of the sultan. 

The messiah’s apostasy sent shock waves across the Jewish world, and the majority 
of Jews abandoned the Sabbatian movement as quickly as they had joined it. Although 
the disarray of his followers was indescribable, the messianic excitement had been so 
great that the apostasy could not quash it entirely. Sabbatai himself vacillated in his 
behaviour. Sometimes he would act as a pious Muslim and revile Judaism. At other 
times, he would write letters to Jewish communities in which he continued to sign his 
name, ‘Messiah of the God of Israel and Judah, Sabbatai Sevi’.5 Some Sabbatian believers 
even copied Sabbatai’s example and embraced Islam too, founding the Donmeh – a 
small sect of Jewish converts to Islam who dissimulated their messianic beliefs.6

When the initial news of the apostasy reached Amsterdam, the Dutch scholar 
Petrus Serrarius chose to support the few Jews who remained faithful to the messiah. 
Three years later, Serrarius set out in hope of meeting Sabbatai himself. While the 
Dutch Protestant died en route to the Levant, never meeting the man who had 
captivated his attention for the last few years, Serrarius’ journey points to a paradox 
central to this study. In an era of heightened confessionalisation,7 why was a Christian 
exhibiting such loyalty to a Jewish convert to Islam? 

This was a period in which the proliferation of views about the coming end 
often fanned the flames of inter-confessional conflict. Members of other faiths were 
frequently portrayed in negative apocalyptic terms. Some Protestants believed that 

5 Ben Zvi Institute facsimile of MS 2262/79: Sabbatai Sevi to the Jewish community of Berat, 
August 1676. 

6 For more on the Donmeh, see Marc Baer, The Donme Jewish Converts, Muslim Revolutionaries, and 
Secular Turks (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2009); Marc Baer, ‘Globalization, Cosmopolitanism, 
and the Donme in Ottoman Salonica and Turkish Istanbul’, Journal of World History Vol. 18, No. 2 
(2007), 141–70; and the chapter entitled ‘The Crypto-Jewish Sect of the Donmeh (Sabbatians) in Turkey’, 
in Gershom Scholem, The Messianic Idea in Judaism: And Other Essays on Jewish Spirituality (London: 
Schocken Books, 1971).

7 According to the confessionalisation thesis, this was a time in which confessional walls were erected, 
children were indoctrinated and religious identities were hardened through education, theological training 
and the establishment of customs. See William Monter, ‘Religion and Cultural Exchange, 1400–1700: 
Twenty-First-Century Implications’, in Heinz Schilling, Istvan Toth and Robert Muchembled, eds, 
Cultural Exchange in Early Modern Europe I (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 9. For more 
on confessionalisation in early modern Europe, see John Hedley, Hans Hillerbrand and Anthony Papalas, 
eds, Confessionalization in Europe, 1555–1700: Essays in Honor and Memory of Bodo Nischan (Aldershot: 
Ashgate, 2004); Wim Janse and Barbara Pitkin, The Formation of Clerical and Confessional Identities in 
Early Modern Europe (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 2006); Benjamin Kaplan, Divided by Faith: Religious Conflict and 
the Practice of Toleration in Early Modern Europe (London and Cambridge, Mass.: The Belknap Press of 
Harvard University Press, 2007); and Ronnie Hsia, Social Discipline in the Reformation: Central Europe 
1550–1750 (London: Routledge, 1991). 
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TRANSNATIONAL NETWORKS AND CROSS-RELIGIOUS ExCHANGE4

the pope was the antichrist and the Ottoman Empire in the Levant was Gog and 
Magog, the evil forces of the antichrist who would appear in the last days.8 

Meanwhile, certain Jews hoped that their messiah would save them from 
their Christian oppressors and return them to the promised land currently under 
Muslim occupation.9 

Alongside this mutual antipathy was another process – a process in which increased 
cross-religious interactions facilitated reconciliation by providing a framework for 
people of different faiths to come together, share their ideas and formulate new 
expectations that blurred traditional religious boundaries. For instance, the Protestant 
view of the Catholic Church as the ultimate apocalyptic enemy coupled with its 
‘prejudice and ignorance’ towards Islam opened the way for the growth of Protestant 
philo-Semitic interpretations of the last days. In other words, the Jews became the 
natural allies of the Protestants against their two greatest threats: the pope in Rome 
and the sultan in Istanbul.10 

It is the lesser-known process of cross-religious transmission and fusion that 
this study investigates.11 This project is ultimately one that uses four case studies 
to demonstrate the interconnectedness of apocalyptic thinking across continents 
and confessional divides between 1648 and 1666.12 The narrative begins in 1648 
with a crypto-Jewish Converso named Antonio de Montezinos, who claimed to 
have discovered the Lost Tribes of Israel hidden in the jungles of South America. 
Montezinos’ story, originating and travelling along Jewish networks in the 1640s, was 

8 Richard Cogley, ‘The Fall of the Ottoman Empire and the Restoration of Israel in the “Judeo-
Centric” Strand of Puritan Millenarianism’, Church History Vol. 72, No. 2 (2003), 318–19.

9 Abraham Gross, ‘The Expulsion and the Search for the Ten Tribes’, Judaism Vol. 41, No. 2 (1992), 
145.

10 For more on Judeocentric Puritan eschatology, see Cogley, ‘The Fall of the Ottoman Empire and 
the Restoration of Israel in the “Judeo-Centric” Strand of Puritan Millenarianism’, 304–32. 

11 Because the term ‘syncretism’ has problematic implications, this study follows Patrick Manning in 
understanding this phenomenon in terms of ‘fusion’ – the combining of pre-existing and new ideas into a 
new cultural creation. For more on this concept, see Patrick Manning, Navigating World History: Historians 
Create a Global Past (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003), 281. 

12 In regard to the terminology associated with apocalyptic thinking, terms with the roots 
‘millenarian’ or ‘millennial’, ‘chiliast’, ‘apocalyptic’ and ‘eschatology’ pertain to religious beliefs about the 
end of history even though there is no academic agreement about what any of these words mean. Richard 
Cogley, ‘Seventeenth Century English Millenarianism’, Religion Vol. 17 (1987), 393, takes a broader 
definition and uses ‘millenarian’ to refer to any seventeenth-century Englishman who ‘used the last things 
as historiographical categories through which he derived the full intelligibility of history’ because more 
restrictive definitions ‘fail to comprehend the diversity of opinion and the range of activity that recent 
scholarship has brought to light’. They also direct away from the common objective of people who 
believed that the last things were unfolding in time. As such, this study follows Cogley in using these terms 
broadly, but it focuses on the shared nature of terms such as ‘eschatological’ that can refer to movements 
of all three Abrahamic religions. More specifically, it tends to use ‘messianic’ to refer to Jewish movements 
based on the expectation of a messiah and ‘millennial’ to Christian movements that often expected the 
imminent thousand-year reign of Jesus. For more on definitions, see  Cogley, ‘Seventeenth Century English 
Millenarianism’, 379–96.
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INTRODUCTION 5

shared with Protestants throughout northern Europe and in the Americas who used it 
to argue that the American indigenous peoples were the descendants of the Israelites. 

From the Atlantic world, the focus of this text shifts to Europe and the Levant. 
The second chapter centres on the Quaker messiah James Nayler, who rode into 
Bristol in 1656 in a manner that replicated Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem. Reports about 
the Bristol affair were dispersed throughout England, the Dutch Republic and the 
Italian peninsula in letters, gazettes, newsbooks and pamphlets. Although the chapter 
proves that Europeans knew about Nayler to a degree not previously acknowledged, it 
also examines the possible networks along which the story of Nayler could have been 
brought to the Ottoman Empire and argues against certain historiographical claims 
that it informed the messianic career of Sabbatai Sevi. 

The final two chapters explore the westward transmission of news and rumours 
associated with the outbreak of the Jewish Sabbatian movement. The third chapter 
presents the history of the sack of Mecca in 1665. While the majority of this text 
discusses real people, accounts based in heavily documented testimony and intellectual 
theories, the tale of Mecca’s destruction was completely fictitious. Even though it was 
only a rumour, it was in many ways similar to the other narratives: it connected Jews, 
Christians and Muslims from the Middle East through Europe to North America; 
it was written about and printed in correspondence and publications in a variety of 
languages; and it affected the ways in which its readers understood their own religion 
as well as that of others. The last chapter looks at Christian responses to the Jewish 
messiah in handwritten mercantile and diplomatic dispatches as well as printed 
gazettes and pamphlets from 1666. 

The first purpose of this study is to tell this story – to reveal, explore and analyse 
the process in which these eschatological ideas emerged, were passed on from one 
religious community to another and were transformed through their transmission. 
Doing so would be impossible without a series of pre-existing scholarly traditions. 

There is a wealth of material on Sabbatai Sevi and his followers. Gershom 
Scholem’s Sabbatai Sevi: The Mystical Messiah (1976) has been supplemented by 
many other studies that explore different elements of the Sabbatian movement.13 
There is also a rich Hebrew historiography on Sabbatianism, headlined by a two-
volume collection edited by Rachel Elior entitled The Sabbatian Movement and 
its Aftermath: Messianism, Sabbatianism and Frankism (2001).14 Alongside the 

13 These include Ada Rapoport-Albert, Women and the Messianic Heresy of Sabbatai Zevi 1666–1816 
(Oxford: Littman Library of Jewish Civilization, 2011); Matt Goldish, The Sabbatean Prophets (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2004); Elisheva Carlebach, The Pursuit of Heresy: Rabbi Moses Hagiz and 
the Sabbatian Controversies (New York: Columbia University Press, 1990); Jane Hathaway, ‘The Grand 
Vizier and the False Messiah: The Sabbatai Sevi Controversy and Ottoman Reform in Egypt’, Journal 
of the American Oriental Society Vol. 117, No. 4 (1997), 665–71; Moshe Idel, ‘On Prophecy and Magic 
in Sabbateanism’, Kabbalah: Journal for the Study of Jewish Mystical Text Vol. 8 (2003), 7–50; and a host 
of other articles, including those by Jacob Barnai, who has written extensively on Sabbatai’s Jewish and 
Converso followers in the Ottoman Empire. For more, see the select bibliography at the end of this book. 

14 Rachel Elior, The Sabbatian Movement and its Aftermath: Messianism, Sabbatianism and Frankism 
( Jerusalem: Institute of Jewish Studies, 2001). Other Hebrew texts include Gershom Scholem, ed., Studies 
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TRANSNATIONAL NETWORKS AND CROSS-RELIGIOUS ExCHANGE6

specific academic articles and books, much research has been undertaken on Jewish 
messianism more generally.15 

In reference to the study of seventeenth-century Christian millennial and 
messianic movements under consideration in this text, almost all of the 20 books 
about James Nayler limit their discussion to his English environment.16 A broader 
approach has been used in the study of larger groups, such as the Fifth Monarchy Men 
and the Puritans, who were situated throughout the Atlantic world and are therefore 
often examined within this regional arena.17 

Turning to the eschatological beliefs in the Lost Tribes, Tudor Parfitt’s The Lost 
Tribes of Israel: The History of a Myth (2002) and Zvi Ben-Dor Benite’s The Ten Lost 
Tribes: A World History (2009) present the entire history of the ancient Hebrews 
across the Judeo-Christian world from biblical times to the modern age. In regard to 
the specific stories about the Lost Tribes discussed herein, Montezinos’ account has 
garnered formidable research whereas the rumour of the sack of Mecca has received 
scant attention.18

and Texts Concerning the History of Sabbatianism and its Metamorpheses ( Jerusalem: Mossad Bialik, 1982) 
and Yehuda Liebes, ed., G. Scholem, Researches in Sabbatianism (Tel Aviv: AmOved, 1991). Hebrew 
articles include Isaiah Sonne, ‘New Material on Sabbatai Zevi from a Notebook of R. Abraham Rovigo’, 
Sefunot Vol. 3, No. 4 (1960), 39–70; Jacob Barnai, ‘A Document from Smyrna Concerning the History of 
Sabbatianism’, Jerusalem Studies in Jewish Thought Vol. 2 (1982), 118–31; and Yosef Kaplan, ‘The Attitude 
of the Leadership of the Portuguese Community in Amsterdam to the Sabbatian Movement’, Zion Vol. 39 
(1974), 198–216, among others.

15 Such as Yehuda Liebes, Studies in Jewish Myth and Jewish Messianism, trans. Batya Stein (New 
York: State University of New York Press, 1993); Marc Saperstein, ed., Essential Papers on Messianic 
Movements and Personalities in Jewish History (New York and London: New York University Press, 1992); 
and  Scholem, The Messianic Idea in Judaism.

16 For example, see William Bittle, James Nayler 1618–1660: The Quaker Indicted by Parliament 
(York: William Session Ltd., 1986); Leo Damrosch, The Sorrows of the Quaker Jesus: James Nayler and 
the Puritan Crackdown on the Free Spirit (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1996); Emilia 
Fogelklou, James Nayler: The Rebel Saint 1618–1660, trans. Lajla Yapp (London: Ernest Benn Ltd., 1931); 
Vera Massey, The Clouded Quaker Star James Nayler, 1618–1660 (York: Sessions Book Trust, 1999); and 
David Neelon, James Nayler: Revolutionary to Prophet (Becket: Leading Press, 2009).

17 Studies of seventeenth-century Puritan and Fifth Monarchist eschatology across the Atlantic 
world include James Holstun, A Rational Millennium: Puritan Utopias of Seventeenth-Century England 
and America (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987); Avihu Zakai, Exile and Kingdom: 
History and Apocalypse in the Puritan Migration to America (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1992); and James Maclear, ‘New England and the Fifth Monarchy: The Quest for the Millennium in Early 
American Puritanism’, The William and Mary Quarterly Vol. 32, No. 2 (1975), 223–60.

18 For more on Montezinos’ story, see Ronnie Perelis, ‘“These Indians Are Jews!”: Lost Tribes, 
Crypto-Jews, and Jewish Self-Fashioning in Antonio de Montezinos’s Relacion of 1644’, in Richard Kagan 
and Philip Morgan, eds, Atlantic Diasporas: Jews, Conversos, and Crypto-Jews in the Age of Mercantilism, 
1500–1800 (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009), 195–212 and the introduction to 
Henry Mechoulan and Gerard Nahon, Menasseh ben Israel, The Hope of Israel: The English Translation by 
Moses Wall, 1652, trans. Richenda George (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987).
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These historiographies have been bridged by studies of cross-religious interactions 
that explore small groups of people in specific cities or countries.19 But some of the 
statements about cross-religious influences in these works need to be reconsidered.20

Engaging all of these historiographies, this text tracks multiple, overlapping 
cultures of elite transnational apocalypticism. Be they Jewish, Christian or Muslim, the 
main protagonists in this study were mostly scholars and theologians or professional 
merchants and diplomats who not only believed that this news was important, 
but  were also able to afford the expense of sending correspondence and publishing 
pamphlets about them. 

While these were the men and women who wrote much of the evidence that 
remains, they were not indicative of the broader societies of which  they were part, 
and this study does not seek to generalise from these small groups of people. That is 
not to say that only European theologians and intellectuals were interested in Sabbatai 
Sevi. After all, many works about the Jewish messiah were written in order to inform 
larger populations; however, the responses of such people are harder to gauge because 
they have rarely survived.  

The local cultures of apocalyptic consumption based around the sermon and 
mostly rooted in national histories and politics intersected in multiple ways with 
the transnational networks of apocalyptic intelligence maintained by intellectuals 
and professionals. On one hand, local sermons provided the necessary background 
knowledge to understand the stories from the Levant that appeared in European 
newspapers and pamphlets. On the other hand, this foreign news sometimes prompted 
pastors to preach sermons that discussed the prophecies associated with the Jews and 
ancient Hebrews. Although much of the material spread in the elite circles dovetailed 
with the messages that millenarians preached to their congregation from their pulpits, 

19 For English interest in Sabbatianism, see Michael McKeon, ‘Sabbatai Sevi in England’, Journal of the 
Association for Jewish Studies Review Vol. 2 (1977), 131–69; Michael Heyd, ‘The “Jewish Quaker”: Christian 
Perceptions of Sabbatai Zevi as an Enthusiast’, in Allison Coudert and Jeffrey Shoulson, eds,  Hebraica 
Veritas?: Christian Hebraists and the Study of Judaism in Early Modern Europe (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 2004), 234–65; and Richard Popkin, ‘Three English Tellings of the Sabbatai Zevi 
Story’, Jewish History Vol. 8, Nos. 1–2 (1994), 43–54. For Dutch interest, see Jetteke van Wijk, ‘The Rise 
and Fall of Shabbatai Zevi as Reflected in Contemporary Press Reports’, Studia Rosenthaliana Vol. 33 
(1999), 7–27; N.H. van Wijk, ‘Wachtend op. de Wolk naar Jeruzalem: De Verslaglegging Rond Shabbatai 
Tsvi in Nederlandse Pamfletten en Couranten’ (doctoral thesis, University of Amsterdam, 1996); and Yosef 
Kaplan’s introduction to the Hebrew edition of Thomas Coenen’s Vain Hopes of the Jews as Revealed in the 
Figure of Sabbetai Zevi ( Jerusalem: The Ben-Zion Dinur Institute for Research in Jewish History, 1998). 
For more on the connections between Conversos and the Sabbatian movement, see Jacob Barnai, ‘Christian 
Messianism and the Portuguese Marranos: The Emergence of Sabbateanism in Smyrna’, Jewish History Vol. 
7, No. 2 (1993), 119–26. 

20 This is especially true in regard to certain statements made by Richard Popkin. While Popkin was a 
formidable scholar who did groundbreaking work, some of his claims need to be revisited, including those 
in his ‘Jewish–Christian Relations in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries: The Conception of the 
Messiah’, Jewish History Vol. 6, Nos. 1–2 (1992), 163–77 and his ‘Christian Interest and Concerns about 
Sabbatai Zevi’, in Matt Goldish and Richard Popkin, eds, Millenarianism and Messianism in Early Modern 
European Culture I (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2001), 91–101.
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the average believers may have been more likely swayed by local sermons that spoke 
of the political upheavals in their immediate surroundings than by stories of a Jewish 
messiah a continent away. 

This text does not take on the whole seventeenth-century apocalyptic tradition. 
It neither seeks to cast aside nor re-tell the history of the well-known messianic and 
millenarian movements, such as those associated with the English civil wars, that 
are usually located within a national framework. It also does not seek to challenge 
the well-established Hebrew historiography on Sabbatianism from which  it 
draws too little. Instead, it hopes to add to the historiography by showing the 
interconnectedness of such thinking based on evidence drawn from across continents 
and confessional boundaries. 

This project builds on the growing body of literature in the global history of 
ideas by highlighting the ways in which apocalyptic ideas circulated far and wide, 
connecting seventeenth-century Jews, Christians and Muslims from the Levant across 
Europe to the Americas. In particular, it responds to  calls by historians for the study 
of history from a larger perspective.

In terms of the Mediterranean world, it follows the scholars who have moved away 
from a perspective that separates it into ‘East/West, Muslim/Christian, Venetian/
Turk, Europe/Other’ and have sought to develop a more sophisticated model that 
stresses the porous frontiers of the Mediterranean.21 These historians have emphasised 
the permeable  and fluid nature of religious landscapes where religious identities could 
and did change.22 One forward-thinking historian, in particular, has called for the 
Sabbatian movement to be understood against a background in which Europe and the 
Ottoman Empire are seen as part of a shared world.23 

At the same time, it follows the scholars of Atlantic history who have claimed 
that ‘the Atlantic is no longer enough’ because such a regional viewpoint separates 
northern Europe and its Atlantic colonies from the rest of the world whereas a focus 
on networks across a broader geographical area shows that the rest of the world was 
not only connected to Europe, but played an important role in shaping it as well.24 

21 Eric Dursteler, Venetians in Constantinople: Nation, Identity, and Coexistence in the Early Modern 
Mediterranean (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006), 6, 152, 185: see Suraiya Faroqhi, 
The Ottoman Empire and the World Around It (London: I.B. Tauris, 2004); Molly Greene, A Shared World: 
Christians and Muslims in the Early Modern Mediterranean (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000); 
and David Abulafia, The Great Sea: A Human History of the Mediterranean (London: Penguin Books, 
2011).

22 Zur Shalev, ‘Islam, Eastern Christianity, and Superstition according to Some Early Modern 
English Observers’, in Asaph Ben-Tov, Yaacov Deutsch and Tamar Herzig, eds, Knowledge and Religion in 
Early Modern Europe (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 139.

23 Jacob Barnai, ‘Some Social Aspects of the Polemics between Sabbatians and their Opponents’, in 
Matt Goldish and Richard Popkin, eds, Millenarianism and Messianism in Early Modern European Culture 
I (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2001), 82.

24 David Armitage and Michael Braddick, eds, ‘Introduction’, The British Atlantic World, 1500–1800 
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 9. As Adam Sutcliffe  has warned, ‘Atlantic Jewish history, if not 
placed within a global context, risks further reinforcing this misleading and unhelpful division’ between the 
westward-expanding European states and the Muslim lands. For more, see Adam Sutcliffe, ‘Jewish History 
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It is from this vantage point that this project tracks the thread of eschatological 
transmission that began in the Americas in the 1640s, spread across Europe to the 
Levant in the 1650s and returned to the Americas via Europe in the 1660s.

Because of its cross-religious approach, this study uses a fresh body of sources. 
Alongside well-documented letters, pamphlets and gazettes discussed by numerous 
historians, it presents printed Italian avvisi (or gazettes) from Genoa and Venice, a 
Dutch newsbook published in Haarlem, and English mercantile and diplomatic 
correspondence written across Europe that all refer to the Jewish messiah but have 
not appeared in the historiography. Similarly, the story of the Quaker messiah 
James Nayler was found in locations that historians have not expected, and this 
study has unearthed printed Italian avvisi from Milan and Genoa as well as Dutch 
pamphlets and newsbooks from Haarlem and Amsterdam that spread the account 
of Nayler’s messianic entrance into Bristol to a wider European audience. Piecing 
these fresh sources together with well-known material provides greater clarity into the 
conceptualisation of cross-religious and transnational transmission of eschatological 
constructs as well as the resulting beliefs that blurred traditional religious boundaries 
across the seventeenth-century Abrahamic world.

In order to explore the movement of information across both the Atlantic and 
Mediterranean worlds, this study employs the concept of networks. Networks appear 
to be a useful tool in the research of intellectual communication because they highlight 
aspects of human society that are otherwise neglected.25 Indeed, networks are a ‘useful 
heuristic device’ because they serve to identify particular channels through which 
individuals, goods and knowledge moved.26

The networks vital for the circulation of narratives about the messiah and the Lost 
Tribes of Israel between 1648 and 1666 were fluid, multifaceted and often overlapped. 

in an Age of Atlanticism’, in Richard Kagan and Philip Morgan, eds, Atlantic Diasporas: Jews, Conversos, 
and Crypto-Jews in the Age of Mercantilism, 1500–1800 (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 
2009), 18–30, 25.

25 There are patterns of relations crucial in the flows of information, influence, goods and contagious 
diseases that hardly anyone could imagine before they were discovered and mapped with networks. For 
more, see Jeroen Bruggeman, Social Networks: An Introduction (London and New York: Routledge, 2008), 2.

26 Francesca Trivellato, ‘Sephardic Merchants in the Early Modern Atlantic and Beyond: Towards a 
Comparative Historical Approach to Business Cooperation’, in Richard L. Kagan and Philip D. Morgan, 
eds, Atlantic Diasporas: Jews, Conversos, and Crypto-Jews in the Age of Mercantilism, 1500–1800 (Baltimore: 
The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009), 119. This project follows historians who utilise networks ‘in a 
loose sense’ to highlight ‘forms of affiliation and association that are less defined than a “structure” but more 
than a collection of individuals engaging in transactions’. These networks are ‘organisations with voluntary 
and reciprocal patterns of exchange’ that bound people together across national boundaries, nurturing and 
reflecting a sense of shared commitment and purpose. This definition was first used in Frederick Cooper, 
‘Networks, Moral Discourse and History’, in Thomas Callaghy, Ronald Kassimir and Robert Latham, 
eds, Intervention and Transnationalism in Africa (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 24 and 
has subsequently been employed in Gary Magee and Andrew Thompson, eds, Empires and Globalisation: 
Networks of People, Goods and Capital in the British World, c. 1850–1914 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2010), 27.
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Because presenting them in a simplified, formulaic manner would misrepresent them, 
it might be best to limit an introductory discussion of the networks to their origins. 

Many of the networks grew out of, or at least expanded greatly because of, coinciding 
waves of migration in the early modern period. These population displacements spread 
people to new locations where they retained ties to their dispersed friends and family, 
creating transnational networks that were then used to move more people, goods and 
information – all of which reinforced the connections.27 At the same time, some of 
the events that led to the creation of the networks were interpreted in a manner that 
heightened eschatological expectations. 

To begin, the Jewish expulsion from Spain in 1492 spread the 200,000 Sephardic 
Jews throughout the Mediterranean world. Many of them travelled the long 
distance to the multi-ethnic and multi-religious Ottoman Empire where they were 
welcomed for their business skills and knowledge of the Iberian Peninsula.28 While 
large populations settled in the political and economic capital of Istanbul (formerly 
Constantinople) as well as the emerging port city of Smyrna,29 other exiles stayed in 
the Italian peninsula. In Venice, the Jews could only live in the walled-in ghetto where 
they paid a third higher rent,30 whereas the authorities in Tuscany actually solicited 
the immigration of Jews to Livorno to encourage the growth of an international port 
that would rival those in Venice and Genoa.31

27 Transnational ethnic and religious connections often offered a more secure way of building or 
expanding economic networks because compatriots were viewed as more trustworthy; members of 
family and ethnic groups could co-operate to overcome logistical challenges, to obtain finances, to co-
ordinate transportation and to regulate transactions. For more, see Ghislaine Lydon, On Trans-Saharan 
Trails: Islamic Law, Trade Networks, and Cross-Cultural Exchange in Nineteenth-Century Western Africa 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 343.

28 Minna Rozen, ‘Strangers in a Strange Land: The Extraterritorial Status of Jews in Italy and the 
Ottoman Empire in the Sixteenth to the Eighteenth Centuries’, in Aron Rodrigue, ed., Ottoman and 
Turkish Jewry: Community and Leadership (Bloomington: Indiana University Turkish Studies, 1992), 125.

29 In Istanbul, the Jewry of 3000 households before 1492 had grown almost threefold by 1535. 
Meanwhile, Smyrna was a town of little consequence at the time of the expulsion, and the Sephardim 
originally avoided it until a sixteenth-century economic crisis in Salonika’s textile trade led many Jews to 
resettle in Smyrna, which was growing in economic importance due to the Ottoman–Venetian war that 
had obstructed the sea route to Istanbul. Third and fourth generation descendants of the exiles, therefore, 
decided to go to the Anatolian port city, where they formed wealthy, trade-oriented communities. See 
Jonathan Israel, European Jewry in the Age of Mercantilism 1550–1750 (Oxford: The Littman Library of 
Jewish Civilization, 1998), 23; Daniel Goffman, Izmir and the Levantine World, 1550–1650 (Seattle and 
London: University of Washington Press, 1990), 79, 82, 90; Jacob Barnai, ‘The Sabbatean Movement in 
Smyrna: The Social Background’, in Menachem Mor, ed.,Jewish Sects, Religious Movements, and Political 
Parties: Proceedings of the Third Annual Symposium of the Philip M. and Ethel Klutznick Chair in Jewish 
Civilization held on Sunday–Monday, October 14–15, 1990 (Omaha: Creighton University Press, 1992), 
119.

30 Brian Pullan and David Chambers, eds, Venice: A Documentary History, 1450–1630 (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1993), 338–9, 344.

31 Francesca Trivellato, The Familiarity of Strangers: The Sephardic Diaspora, Livorno, and Cross-
Cultural Trade in the Early Modern Period (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2009), 77.




